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Projecting the new world city: the city as 
spectacle in an urban light festival 
 
As a precursor to the 2014 G20 Leaders’ Summit held in Brisbane, Australia, the Queensland 
Government sponsored a program of G20 Cultural Celebrations, designed to showcase the Summit’s 
host city. The cultural program’s signature event was the Colour Me Brisbane festival, a two-week 
‘citywide interactive light and projection installations’ festival that was originally slated to run from 24 
October to 9 November, but which was extended due to popular demand to conclude with the G20 
Summit itself on 16 November. The Colour Me Brisbane festival comprised a series projection displays 
that promoted visions of the city’s past, present, and future at landmark sites and iconic buildings 
throughout the city’s central business district and thus transformed key buildings into forms of media 
architecture. In some instances the media architecture installations were interactive, allowing the public to 
control aspects of the projections through a computer interface situated in front of the building; however, 
the majority of the installations were not interactive in this sense. The festival was supported by a website 
that included information regarding the different visual and interactive displays and links to social media to 
support public discussion regarding the festival (Queensland Government 2014). Festival-goers were also 
encouraged to follow a walking-tour map of the projection sites that would take them on a 2.5 kilometre 
walk from Brisbane’s cultural precinct, through the city centre, concluding at parliament house.  
In this paper, we investigate the Colour Me Brisbane festival and the broader G20 Cultural Celebrations 
as a form of strategic placemaking—designed, on the one hand, to promote Brisbane as a safe, open, 
and accessible city in line with the City Council’s plan to position Brisbane as a ‘New World City’ 
(Brisbane City Council 2014). On the other hand, it was deployed to counteract growing local concerns 
and tensions over the disruptive and politicised nature of the G20 Summit by engaging the public with the 
city prior to the heightened security and mobility restrictions of the Summit weekend. Harnessing 
perspectives from media architecture (Brynskov et al. 2013), urban imaginaries (Cinar & Bender 2007), 
and social media analysis, we take a critical approach to analysing the government-sponsored 
projections, which literally projected the city onto itself, and public responses to them via the official, and 
heavily promoted, social media hashtags (#colourmebrisbane and #g20cultural). Our critical framework 
extends the concepts of urban phantasmagoria and urban imaginaries into the emerging field of media 
architecture to scrutinise its potential for increased political and civic engagement. Walter Benjamin’s 
concept of phantasmagoria (Cohen 1989; Duarte, Firmino, & Crestani 2014) provides an understanding 
of urban space as spectacular projection, implicated in commodity and techno-culture. The concept of 
urban imaginaries (Cinar & Bender 2007; Kelley 2013)—that is, the ways in which citizens’ experiences of 
urban environments are transformed into symbolic representations through the use of imagination—
similarly provides a useful framing device in thinking about the Colour Me Brisbane projections and their 
relation to the construction of place.  
Employing these critical frames enables us to examine the ways in which the installations open up the 
potential for multiple urban imaginaries—in the sense that they encourage civic engagement via a 
tangible and imaginative experience of urban space—while, at the same time, supporting a particular 
vision and way of experiencing the city, promoting a commodified, sanctioned form of urban imaginary. 
This paper aims to dissect the urban imaginaries intrinsic to the Colour Me Brisbane projections and to 
examine how those imaginaries were strategically deployed as place-making schemes that choreograph 
reflections about and engagement with the city.  
  
Media Architecture and The Transformation of Urban Imaginaries 
Interventions in urban space aim to reshape the ways in which citizens interact, appropriate, and 
sometimes reclaim cities as their own. Media architecture is often seen as a sophisticated marketing tool, 
a novel entertainment channel, and in other cases, is also valued for its potential to engage audiences 
with civic matters. Media architecture refers to the design and creation of spaces at an architectural scale 
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that employs materials with dynamic properties (Brynskov et al. 2013). The combination of media and 
architecture allows for spaces to accommodate interactive and reactive qualities through different 
modalities (Brynskov et al. 2013). The 2014 Media Architecture Biennale (MAB14) held in Aarhus, 
Denmark hosted the latest research and debates in the emerging field of media architecture discussing its 
effectiveness as an urban intervention strategy. A common theme that resulted during the Biennale from 
the keynote speakers, the papers presented, and the blog posts on the MAB14 website 
(http://mab14.mediaarchitecture.org/) was the questioning of how media and architecture can be 
combined or brought together to push beyond the spectacle of flashing lights or large-scale advertising. 
The discussions centred around the effects that media architectural installations and events have on the 
city and its inhabitants when, to date, the majority of examples have been dynamic but not responsive or 
interactive. When questioned about the future of architecture Carlo Ratti (2014), director of the MIT 
Senseable City Lab, responded with ‘Buildings in the future might not look too different, in the same way 
as the Roman city was not that different of the one we know today...Instead of being designed, built and 
then just existing until they crumble, buildings will have a dynamic lifetime, responding to how people use 
them’. Matthew Claudel (2014), researcher at the MIT Senseable City Lab, elaborates on this in relation 
to media architecture, stating that ‘the challenge, as media architecture matures, will be to ignite haptic 
consequences in a meaningful and systematic way, beyond artistic experiments or flickering images 
across the built environment’. This paper highlights a major media architecture event, the Colour Me 
Brisbane Festival, to question the impact that it had during the G20 and the ability for people to engage 
with the city in a different and meaningful way. 
As an instance of media architecture engaged in strategic placemaking, the Colour Me Brisbane Festival 
provides an opportunity to extend the current debates within the field about the capacity for media 
architecture to foster critical public engagement with urban space. It also suggests ways in which media 
architecture connects to the construction of what has been termed ‘urban imaginaries’. An interesting fact 
related to the increasing use of media architecture in spatial interventions, is that the use of projected 
imagery often appeals to very specific visions of the urban space in which those interventions are 
deployed. The creation and re-creation of urban imaginaries are visual narratives that provide and reflect 
symbolic references used by citizens to make sense of their own urban space, that are typically used by 
other stakeholders for supporting particular visions of how our cities are developing and where they are 
heading.  
Theorists such as Salazar (2012), Silva (2003), Soja (1996), Strauss (2006), and Taylor (2002), develop 
the concept of urban imaginaries around those perceptions, experiences and interpretations embedded in 
oral and visual narratives, which are present in our minds, and that are crucial for making sense of urban 
space. As place-making schemes, those imaginaries represent our memories and projections about the 
future of our lived urban space. However, in the case of Colour Me Brisbane, the visual narratives 
produced and re-produced by different stakeholders also convey the uneven power relations embedded 
in particular urban environments. Soja describes urban imaginaries as ‘our mental or cognitive mappings 
of urban reality and the interpretive grids through which we think about experience, evaluate and decide 
to act in the places, spaces and communities in which we live in’ (cited in Collie 2011 p. 425). Other terms 
for citizen’s strategies to appropriate and construct the city as lived urban space have been defined as 
‘DIY urbanism’ (Iveson 2013) or ‘civic urbanism’ (Silva 2004). In doing so, they can contribute not just to 
identify relevant insights to overcome issues related to social life in cities after dark, but also to enable 
engagement opportunities for populations interested in communicating their desires, drawing their 
collective projects, or claiming more inclusive transformation of the urban space. 
The concepts of urban imaginaries and media architecture, therefore, come together in interesting ways 
when we begin to look at an urban light festival, such as Colour Me Brisbane, that takes a particularly 
strategic and bureaucratic approach to situated and mediated placemaking. In our analysis of the ways in 
which media architecture and urban imaginaries intersect in this particular festival, we wish to draw focus 
to an older, modernist concept germane to this analysis: that of urban phantasmagoria.  
Kang (2014) explains Walter Benjamin’s concept of phantasmagoria in relation to the information 
produced by the media as one that reflects a world of false visions and not reflecting the world as it is 
actually seen. We relate this concept of phantasmagoria to the Colour Me Brisbane festival that was a 
strategic intervention in the urban space, through the media of projection and lighting, showcasing the city 
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in particular, tourist-friendly and positive ways. In the following section, we outline the various 
stakeholders, visions, and urban imaginaries at play in the Colour Me Brisbane festival before examining 
how these at times complementary and conflicting visions were enacted in the projections and in citizen 
responses to them. 
 
Colour Me Brisbane: Stakeholders, visions, and urban imaginaries 
The G20 Cultural Celebrations and its signature Colour Me Brisbane festival were designed to promote 
and showcase the city in the lead-up to the G20 Summit, an event that would put Brisbane on the ‘world 
stage’. In particular, the Queensland government viewed the Cultural Celebrations as an opportunity for 
the state tourism industry to ride the coat tails of the G20 event and ‘create lasting economic benefits to 
the state’ (Frecklington 2014), a point further emphasised by then state Premier Campbell Newman, who 
stated the cultural event was being organised ‘to take advantage of the vast economic and tourism 
benefits that would come to Queensland through the G20’ (Newman 2014). 
As the G20 approached, however, and as public concerns mounted over safety and security during the 
summit, the cultural celebrations took on a more strategic hue. By early November, officials began to 
express concerns that Brisbane might become a ‘ghost town’, as residents—worried about disruption to 
their daily lives, highly restrictive security measures, and the possibility of violent protest—avoided the city 
and as those residents living within the CBD sought temporary accommodation elsewhere (‘Authorities’ 
2014). A largely empty city was seen as a threat to Brisbane ‘putting its best foot forward to make the 
most of the opportunity for positive publicity’ presented by the G20, resulting in a stronger promotion of 
the Cultural Celebrations, as well as other conciliatory measures, such as the offer of free parking in the 
city to encourage Brisbane residents to enter and make use of the CBD (‘Authorities’ 2014). In this sense, 
the Cultural Celebrations could be read, at this point, as entering into a form of ‘bread and circuses’ 
mode, as it was increasingly leveraged as a form of diversion and distraction from the negativity 
surrounding the G20 Summit itself. 
These drivers in the vision, development, and focus of the G20 Cultural Celebrations at a bureaucratic 
level highlight key themes in what we might think of as the city’s dominant, bureaucratic urban imaginary, 
as encapsulated in the long-term Brisbane Vision 2031 community plan (Brisbane City Council, 2014). 
The Brisbane Vision puts forward eight central themes, which include aspirations to rebrand Brisbane as 
a ‘New World City,’ an ‘accessible, connected city,’ a ‘friendly, safe city’, and a ‘vibrant creative city’. The 
‘New World City’ rhetoric was central to the city and region’s marketing of the G20 Leaders’ Summit 
(Brisbane Marketing 2014). However, the G20 agenda and the security measures surrounding the event 
sat more uneasily with desires to cast the city as accessible, friendly, safe, vibrant, and creative—a 
problematic that the G20 Cultural Celebrations sought to address, all the while promoting the central ‘New 
World City’ message. In launching the G20 Cultural Celebrations, the then state Premier, Campbell 
Newman, stressed their importance in demonstrating ‘pride in our state and welcom[ing] the world to 
Brisbane’, while creative director Athol Young drew attention to the ways in which the Celebrations would 
‘present to the people of Brisbane an extraordinary celebration of our city, of us as a people, of our 
diversity and the skills and talents that exist here’ (Queensland Government 2015).  
Although the ‘New World City’ rhetoric so apparent in the G20 Summit marketing material was largely 
kept separate from the Colour Me Brisbane festival, its tropes, as we explain in the following section, 
were apparent in the projections themselves. Nevertheless, we need to take into account the fact that the 
dominant, bureaucratic urban imaginary we have outlined above was necessarily mitigated by other key 
stakeholders in the festival—namely, the creative directors, the artists, and the general public. Given that 
the creative directors, Jono Perry and Athol Young, gave regular media interviews, their visions for the 
festival are relatively simple to identify and clearly suggest a desire for the Colour Me Brisbane festival to 
engage the public in imaginatively constructing visions of the city. Of particular note is Perry’s statement 
that, in directing the urban light festival, his intention was ‘to make it hands on and give people their city, 
to take control of their city; I wanted people to engage with that and take ownership of their city’ (Williams 
2014). Taken at face value, Perry’s vision for the Colour Me Brisbane festival has much more in common 
with the more liberatory views of media architecture than it does with its more passive, promotional 
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aspects and is more in keeping with ideals for grassroots construction of urban imaginaries as opposed to 
top-down bureaucratic projections of urban futures. 
How, then, did these parallel—and yet in some ways competing—bureaucratic and artistic visions for the 
festival play out, both on the ground and in public discussion around the event? And to what extent can 
we identify whether the projections worked to encourage those bottom-up urban imaginaries, or did they 
merely present a kind of urban phantasmagoria that reinforced the dominant bureaucratic image of the 
city’s future?  
Exploring the Colour Me Brisbane festival through ethnographic observations 
and social media analysis 
Since we are interested both in the potential engagement channel and strategies offered by the festival as 
media architecture interventions in urban space, and the different visions of the city contained in the 
projected visual narratives as placemaking schemes, we centred our attention on reading the projections 
and the urban tour that connected them. A series of auto-ethnographic observations, allowed us as a 
research team to blend into the festival audience, to expose ourselves to the projections and their content 
in public space, and to explore our fellow spectators’ reactions. Likewise, we gathered people’s activity on 
social media through the festival’s promoted hashtags (#colourmebrisbane and #G20Cultural) in order to 
explore traces of civic engagement, discernments or reactions from lay citizens. Acknowledging that cities 
are more than amalgamations of physical features, this research therefore employs qualitative 
methodologies to explore the social experiences of Colour Me Brisbane participants and makes use of a 




Figure 1. Projection trail throughout Brisbane CBD. This map reflects a later version of the trail during the 
festival’s extended run. It omits two of the original trail’s projection sites, namely the Courts Lawn and 
Brisbane Square, where the projections had been removed. 
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An ethnographic tour of Colour Me Brisbane 
Inspired by Pink’s thesis that ‘ethnographers and research participants might be co-implicated in place-
making’ (2008, p.179), the research team embarked on a series of auto-ethnographic observations along 
the Colour Me Brisbane trail seen in figure 1. Reflecting on socio-spatial interactions occurring at the 
projection sites, members of the research team practised what de Certeau (Cited in Collie 2011, p. 424) 
argues about ‘everyday embodied experiences’ (p.424) such as walking through the streets. By following 
the trail map, we were not only attuned to the coercive forms in which urban space is conceived as a 
‘spatial order’ but also to the ways in which festival-goers (including ourselves) physically engage with 
and respond to this order through their movements. That is, to the ways in which ‘pedestrians, in effect, 
tell urban stories through their movements’ (Collie 2011, p. 426). 
We collected our observations into flexible field notes where we described the scenes with a particular 
focus on socio-spatial interactions that occurred along the trail. Through these notes we critically reflected 
on our observations, resulting in a hybrid descriptive/analytical report of our exposure to Colour Me 
Brisbane festival. 
 
The projected Brisbane 
The festival trail consisted of eight projection sites throughout Brisbane’s CBD. At some sites, such as the 
Parliament House and King George Square, the projections’ contents related directly to the G20 Leaders’ 
Summit. At Parliament House (see figure 2), the building’s colonial façade was lit up with a son et lumière 
show that incorporated images of invited nations’ flags converging on Brisbane, stylised maps, and 
images of physical and technological infrastructure and transformation suggesting a movement to digital 
technologies. Combined, these images projected a ‘smart’, ‘digital’ Brisbane that welcomes the world and 
the contemporary technological challenges that a ‘new world city’ needs to address. The perceived 
message, linked to the ‘new world city’ narrative, is that Brisbane has finally overcome its long-held 
stereotype of being just a ‘big country town’ (Bullivant 2012, p. 264). The future-facing visual narrative 
involved elements that connect the city with a worldwide event and digital vanguard, suggesting that 
Brisbane is, in fact, a smart city.  
 
 
Figure 2. Futuristic imagery at Parliament House projections (Photo found in http://bmag.com.au/things-to-
do-in-brisbane/latest/2014/11/01/colour-brisbane/) 
 
As a counterpoint to this vision of Brisbane’s bright, digital future, projection at sites including King 
George Square and the Old State Library at Queens Park, portrayed iconic imagery linked to Brisbane’s 
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history. Over these two sites, the projected imagery appealed to strong symbolic references, on which the 
dominant version of Brisbane’s cultural identity has been historically built. At the Old State Library 
(another colonial building), a projection traced out the history and development of the region, from the 
Aboriginal nation of the Indigenous Jagera and Turrbal tribes, to Brisbane’s instantiation as a penal 
colony, to its proclamation as a municipality in 1859, to its current metropolitan status—each stage 
inscribed upon one of the building’s columns. This recognition of Brisbane’s Indigenous history was also 
apparent in projections at South Bank’s cultural precinct and at the Law Courts Lawn, but the emphasis 
was more strongly on the influence of European settlement in driving infrastructure, urban, and social 
development. As shown in figures 3 and 4, projected imagery told spectators a story of Western progress 
based on tenacity, technological and infrastructural development, and reminiscences of outback lifestyle 
as synonymous with Queenslanders’ typical toughness. 
 
In terms of their content—and taken as a whole—the Colour Me Brisbane projections revealed a 
particular way of understanding the city’s past, present, and future, as imagined by local government and 
the commissioned artists. These stakeholders, both responsible for producing and reproducing the 
scenarios and the imagery, promoted a vision of Brisbane as a city with a linear, masculine history. One 
that focused on a Western ideal of social progress through technological and infrastructural 
developments—one that was undoubtedly intended to conjure a sense of pride in local festival-goers. A 
critical reading of the projections—their content, as well as the choice of site for the projections—confirms 
the festival as a celebration of Brisbane’s core, traditional values. Although organisers emphasised 
Brisbane’s diversity and multiculturalism as two of the city’s most distinctive and valuable markers 
(Williams 2014), the symbolic representation of this topic throughout projections was secondary to the 
dominant narrative of Western progress—one that segued neatly into the ‘new world city’ future narrative.  
 
 
Figure 3. Iconic symbols of Brisbane’s’ cultural identity: migrants building the Storey Bridge and 
contributing to a prosperous state and nation. Photo by Carlos Estrada  
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Figure 4. Queenslander lifestyle postcards projected nearby City Hall. Brisbane as the gate of outback 
culture: the ‘real’ and tough character of Australian identity. Photo by Carlos Estrada   
 
 
The references to Brisbane’s future in the festival projections offered a thematic continuity. Brisbane was 
imagined as a vibrant city ready for assuming socio-technological challenges to be part of the ‘New 
world’. The projections’ visual narrative showcased a city that understands the benefits of being 
connected to rest of the world, opening opportunities for residents and visitors to interact safely in its 
urban space. However, the imaginary promoted by the festival elided current debates around social, 
cultural, and technological divides, even as it promoted values such as freedom, access, and the 
recognition of cultural diversity. 
 
Ready for the show or civic engagement? 
As we followed the walking trail, we identified a uniformly positive reaction from spectators both during 
and following the projection displays. At all sites, we witnessed people socialising, kids running around, 
and cyclists stopping on their journey to enjoy the view. At the Queens Park site, a number of families and 
groups were observed having picnics, suggesting a greater level of preorganisation around the festival. 
We noticed how Brisbane’s nocturnal space was positively claimed and appropriated in many locations by 
citizens—notably families with small children and elderly citizens—who might not normally claim those 
night-time public spaces. In addition, as shown in figure 5, pedestrians used space in a different way, 
treating a number of sites like an outdoor cinema. For instance, at the Courts Lawn precinct, festival-
goers tended to sprawl out on the grass, looking upwards at the projections on the buildings above. 
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 Figure 5. Unusual demographics and unusual use of space in Queens Park. Photo by Carlos Estrada 
 
Festival-goers’ use of digital cameras and other photographic and video-recording devices was notable 
for its ubiquity. The vast majority of festival-goers at any given site were witnessed photographing or 
recording the projections, and many appeared to have made special preparations to record the event, 
with a consistently high number of tripods visible at any one time. Spectators were far more patient with 
their time at the site. They would take a photo and then wait, pull away from the camera, observe the 
view, before taking another photo. It was clear that the Colour Me Brisbane festival was assumed by 
pedestrians as an opportunity to witness the spectacle, satisfying G20 cultural celebrations creative 
director, Jono Perry and his expectations: ‘We’ve got a once-in-a-generation opportunity to show off 
Brisbane, so why not do it!’ (Barker 2014). The sheer level of photographic and visual recording of the 
event by spectators suggests that they, similarly, considered Colour Me Brisbane as a touristic attraction. 
  
However, this ‘showing off’ of the city, as we have suggested, was far from including certain topics that 
are also relevant to define Brisbane today. In our observations, people didn’t discuss, problematise or 
reflect on projections’ contents and topics, beyond commenting on the entertainment-value or 
impressiveness of the light shows and music. This was particularly the case in regard to activities 
occurring in Brisbane Square, in which impressive numbers of youngsters gathered around an open 
stage for freelance dancers. As observers, we questioned whether this particular claiming of night spaces 
made by individuals who hardly occupy this areas in other circumstances was a genuine expression of 
freedom and right to the city before the constriction expected with the arrival of G20 summit. Or was it, on 
the contrary, an example of distracting and disconnecting young generations and other citizens from the 
political questions that surround an event such as the G20? Our observations made evident that 
projections were not used to generate civic debates or to open channels to re-imagine Brisbane from the 
perspective of those who inhabit it.  
 
Likewise, experiences gathered in other sites, such as the cultural precinct at South Bank, revealed that 
spectators were looking across the river towards the lights displayed on the city-side buildings, rather 
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than the projections on the QPAC building behind them. We also rarely observed festival-goers 
approaching the information boxes provided at each projection site. Did that mean boxes were poorly 
located or lacked sufficient information on them about the projections? Or did people simply not care what 
those boxes might say and were happy to interpret and analyse the projections for themselves? Our 
observations could not provide direct answers to these questions; however, they suggest that, for the 
majority of festival-goers, Colour Me Brisbane meant entertainment rather than engagement. Although 
the organisers wanted the projections to entertain and excite festival-goers, they also had a clear desire 
for them to foster deeper engagement with and ‘ownership’ of the city, as mentioned earlier. 
 
#colourmebrisbane: Place-based cultural engagement via social media  
 
Social media engagement with the Colour Me Brisbane festival centred around two related hashtags: 
#G20Cultural (for the broader cultural celebrations) and #colourmebrisbane (specifically for the light 
festival). These hashtags were heavily promoted on the G20 Cultural Celebrations website; further, at key 
sites on the Colour Me Brisbane tour, participants were enjoined by organisers or performers to share 
their experience on social media via the hashtags. We tracked social media activity on Twitter and 
Instagram around these hashtags over a two-and-a-half-week period (from 23 October to 9 November) in 
order to identify whether members of the general public were, indeed, sharing their experiences of the 
festival on social media (via these ‘official’ hashtags), and what, if anything, this social media activity 
might tell us about broader public sentiment regarding the festival. On Twitter, #G20Cultural attracted 
1480 tweets (of which, 829 were original tweets as distinct from retweets) and #colourmebrisbane 
attracted 629 tweets (of which, 324 were original). On Instagram, by comparison, 1794 images were 
tagged #colourmebrisbane, perhaps reflecting the primarily visual nature of the event. 
 
A social media map of #colourmebrisbane 
We were interested to see to what extent the social media activity around #colourmebrisbane might 
constitute a form of place-based cultural engagement, and particularly how it might relate to the walking 
trail map. To do this, we first identified and mapped any geotagged tweets and Instagram images. Of the 
324 original #colourmebrisbane tweets, 32 (or 10%) were geotagged (i.e., had embedded coordinates), 
while of the 1794 #colourmebrisbane tagged Instagram photos, 801 (or 45%) were geotagged. 
Researchers working with much larger Twitter datasets have estimated that between 1 and 3% of tweets 
contain embedded geographic coordinates (see Crampton 2013; Leetaru 2014), while in 2012 The New 
York Times reported that between 15 and 25% of Instagram users geotagged their images (‘Instagram’ 
2012). Although the #colourmebrisbane dataset represents a relatively tiny, highly localised, and non-
representative sample, the significantly higher than average percentages of geotagged tweets and 
images in the dataset may reflect the place-based nature of the event.  
 
In addition to mapping the geotagged content, we used a custom-built gazetteer to geoparse the 
remaining 292 tweets, a process that enabled us to assign geographic coordinates to specific place 
mentions within the text of the tweets themselves. This process returned a further 94 geo-locatable 
tweets, meaning that we ended up with 126 #colourmebrisbane tweets (or 39% of the total) that could be 
placed on a map of the Brisbane CBD. In total, we were able to map 44% of the total number of tweets 
and Instagram photos tagged with #colourmebrisbane. The resulting map, figure 6, largely replicates the 
Colour Me Brisbane walking trail map, and shows the clustering of social media activity around particular 
Colour Me Brisbane sites, notably South Bank and Queen’s Park/the Treasury Casino and Hotel on either 
side of the Brisbane River. 
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Figure 6. Social media map of #colourmebrisbane 
 
Sentiment, content, and user analysis of the Twitter hashtags 
Manual sentiment analysis of both the #colourmebrisbane and #G20Cultural hashtags on Twitter show an 
overwhelmingly positive response to the light festival and to the cultural celebrations more broadly. As we 
have noted, the Cultural Celebrations were staged at a time when there were widespread concerns about 
citizen safety and mobility during the G20 Summit—concerns that were fed by the uncompromising 
rhetoric around the security measures that had been put in place (which notably included a ban on eggs 
in the CBD and a requirement that all protests be pre-registered), as well as by awareness of the violent 
protests that accompanied the London and Toronto G20 Summits in 2009 and 2010. By the start of the 
Colour Me Brisbane festival, 26 groups had registered planned protests with the Queensland Police 
Service (Armbruster 2014), but social media was also emerging as a site of ongoing public dissent, 
including online protests such as as the #OnMyAgenda campaign to put climate change on the G20 
agenda, which in the lead-up to the Summit was one of the highest-trending hashtags related to the G20 
(‘QUT’ 2014). Given that social and news media were rife with negative sentiment and negative stories 
about the impending summit, it is noteworthy that neither the #G20Cultural nor the #colourmebrisbane 
Twitter datasets contains any negative or cynical sentiment. Neither do they display any ‘piggybacking’ on 
the hashtags for the purpose of political commentary. Indeed, the most ‘political’ (i.e., G20-related) tweet 
in either dataset is one by journalist Madonna King (@madonnamking), who tweeted on 13 November 
2014: ‘Can we stop whinging about the G20 and start to enjoy it yet? Please? http://tinyurl.com/ngft99l 
#G20Brisbane #G20 #G20cultural’.  
 
Within the #colourmebrisbane dataset, the top ten most frequently occurring textwords (aside from those 
directly related to the festival and G20 hashtags) were ‘Brisbane’, ‘light’/‘lights’, ‘city’, ‘night’, ‘southbank’, 
‘colour’, ‘amazing’, ‘tonight’, ‘see’, and ‘beautiful’; a representative example of the general sentiment of 
the overall dataset is one by a Brisbane-based Twitter user who tweeted: ‘#Brisbane city looks amazing 
all lit up at night for #colourmebrisbane. Worth a walk/drive to check it out #g20cultural @G20Cultural’. 
Twitter’s limit of 140 characters per tweet necessarily militates against close or detailed readings of public 
art, but striking also in the dataset is anything that moves beyond fairly superficial comments about how 
‘beautiful’ or ‘amazing’ the projections make the city appear. Where tweets mention individual locations or 
projection displays, they provide no interpretation of those projections (e.g., ‘Queensland Parliament 
House has never been so colourful! #ColourMeBrisbane #G20culturalcelebrations’; ‘A history of Qld 
projected onto our old State library. #colourmeBrisbane #Brisbane #teambne’). Not only do broader G20 
colourmebrisbane map.png https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2lOna_AOAs8fldm...
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political issues not appear in the social media discussion around the Colour Me Brisbane festival, but 
neither does an engagement with the socio-political issues or themes raised in the projections 
themselves. 
 
An analysis of the Twitter users contributing to the hashtag also strongly indicates a predominantly local 
user-base. Just under 400 distinct users contributed to the #colourmebrisbane hashtag, and of those, 302 
specified a user-defined location. More than half of those (163 users) identified Brisbane as their location, 
not-so-closely followed by ‘Australia’ (21 users), ‘Queensland Australia’ (8 users), and ‘Gold Coast 
Australia’ (4 users). Although the majority of users (78%) contributed only one tweet to the 
#colourmebrisbane dataset, the most prolific tweeters in the dataset were also key stakeholders in the 
festival or media outlets. The festival’s lighting designer, Jono Perry (@pedrojono), contributed the largest 
number of original tweets (30, which garnered only a handful of retweets), followed by the official G20 
Cultural Celebrations twitter account (@G20Cultural) with 15 tweets, and local media outlet West End 
Magazine (@WestEndMagazine) with 12. The most retweeted tweet within the dataset was posted by 
Vancouver-based urban planner Brent Toderian (@BrentToderian), who had been visiting Brisbane at the 
time. Toderian’s tweet (itself a retweet), which described Colour Me Brisbane as ‘A bright idea’, was in 
turn retweeted 23 times, mainly by international, non-Brisbane-based followers.  
 
The Twitter dataset related to the Colour Me Brisbane festival is a very small and select one that is not 
necessarily representative of social media engagement with place-based cultural festivals beyond the one 
that it pertains to. Nevertheless, the data we collected bears out the general narrative that the Colour Me 
Brisbane festival was an unqualified success in its attempt to encourage Brisbane citizens into the city, to 
create a good news story around the G20 at a time when the media was saturated with negative ones, 
and to deflect attention away from political aspects of the G20. The complete lack of political commentary 
or negative, sarcastic, or cynical sentiment within the #colourmebrisbane and #G20Cultural datasets 
suggests that participants in the festival who felt strongly enough about it to share their experience on 
social media universally felt strongly positive toward the festival. Moreover, we found that although the 
dataset indicated a stronger sense of place-based engagement (via geotagging and place mentions) than 
Twitter data in general, the engagement with site-specific projections as portrayed in the tweet text 
tended towards the superficial and formulaic. The #colourmebrisbane dataset suggests a participant 
group that is, on the whole, wanting to express how beautiful or pretty they find their city when it is all lit 
up rather than a participant group actively involved in reimagining their urban environment through an 




Responding to our questions regarding the ways in which the different stakeholders’ visions were played 
out, we conclude that although the interest displayed by the local government and commissioned artists 
in celebrating Brisbane as a multicultural and open city was evident, the resulting imaginary of the city 
was constructed following a single stakeholder’s agenda. Local government seemed to grant 
opportunities to actively imagine Brisbane at night through the deployment of this light festival and the 
socio-spatial interactions, but at the same time, denied them by showcasing an unidirectional story about 
being a proud Queenslander and a ‘New world city.  
Arguing from Strauss’ perspective (2006), the visual narrative presented in the festival reflected the 
conceptions of members of a dominant social group. The specific imaginary projected onto Brisbane’s 
buildings was evidence of the ideology of the Queensland government and its interest in distracting 
people’s attention from complex political and social topics related to the G20 Summit, hence a carefully 
constructed form of urban phantasmagoria that attempts to call Brisbane into being as a ‘new world’ 
digital city.   
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Media architecture interventions offered an ‘open window’ to a variety of imaginaries about the city, 
however, Colour Me Brisbane also restricted the opportunities of lay citizens to effectively engage with 
the construction of their unique visions and meanings about such space. What we witness during the 
festival, was the production and re-production of a narrative, carved in stereotypical references of this city’ 
past, and directed to Brisbane’s future by selling out the idea of a safe, participative and digital 
metropolis. As result, Colour Me Brisbane can be understood as an experience in which placemaking 
strategies intending civic engagement, result in the provision of happy entertainment instead of 
positioning avenues to involve citizens into discussions about relevant public topics, such as potential 
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